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ABSTRACT 
In a paper of the same title, Carlson and Hill [2] established results in inertia 
theory and controllability for a large class of linear transformations on the space of 
n x n hermitian matrices. Extensions of some of those results and some generaliza- 
tions of theorems of Wimmer [12] and of Carlson and Loewy [3] are given here. 
For some basic definitions and an explanation of notation the reader is 
referred to the earlier article [ll] of this volume. 
Given A, B E M,(C), the (row) controllability subspace CS(A, B) may 
be defined as the largest A-invariant subspace contained in N(B) (the row 
nullspace of B). We say that (A, B) is controllable if CS( A, B) = (0). 
Carlson and Hill [2] have generalized the notion of controllability as 
follows: given A,, . . . , A,, B E J?,,(C), the controllability subspace CS( -01, B) 
or CS( A,, . . . , A,; B) is defined to be the maximal subspace of C n which is 
contained in .N( B) and is Ai-invariant, i = 1,. . . , s. We say that (d, B) is 
controllable if CS(L9p, B) = (0). Some facts about CS(&, B) are contained in 
Lemmas l-3 of [2]. 
*The material in this paper forms a part of a D.A. Thesis [lo] written by Waters at Idaho 
State University under the direction of Hill. 
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We begin with some results which relate controllability and the controlla- 
bility subspace with In(&, G). The first of these extends Lemma 3 of [2] and 
Theorem 2 of [ 121. 
THEOREM 1. Let H > 0 and F&,,-(H) = K > 0 for qua&commutative 
A 1,. . . , A, E M,(C) and G E c%$ The following are equivalent: 
(i) +kk > 0, k = l,..., n, 
(ii) vKv* > 0 fm all common eigenvectors v of A,, . . . , As, 
(iii) (-QI, K) is controllable. 
Proof. Let ok be a common eigenvector of A i, . . . , A, corresponding to 
the eigenvalues oil), . . . , cwp). (The existence of at least one such vk is assured 
by an extension of [4, Theorem 21, viz., the Gaines-Thompson lemma quoted 
in [ll].) Then v,Kv: = vk(C~,j=,gijAiHA~)u~ = (Cf, j=lgijaf)al;i))vkHv: = 
+kkvkHvz. Now H > 0 and vk # 0 imply that v,HvX > 0; hence, v,Kv; > 0 
iff +kk > 0. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is given in Lemma 3 of [2]. n 
The following result, which relates the dimension of CS(&‘, K) with 
S( -01, G), contains a generalization of Theorem 3 of [12]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A I,. . . , A, E A,(C), quasicommutative, and G E I& 
Zf F&,a(H) = K with H > 0, then dimCS(&‘, K)g S(&, G). Suppose ad- 
ditionally that, for each s-tuple (ai’), . . . , af)) for which +kk = 0, there are as 
many linearly independent common eigenvectors as the number of occur- 
rences of (CT@, . . . , at)) in the full set of n s-tuples. Then if K > 0, we have 
equality, viz., dimCS( &, K) = 6( -01, G). 
Proof. Since CS(&, K) is A,-invariant, we may let A’i refer to the 
restriction of Ai to CS(d, K), i = 1,. . . , s. Without loss of generality, let 
o(li) >..*> (I be the eigenvalues of A’*, i = 1,. . . , s, where d = dimCS(&, K). 
Since A'r, . . . , A’, are quasicommutative, we have the existence of (not 
necessarily distinct) common eigenvectors x k E CS( &, K ) correspond- 
ing to oil), . . . , ap), k = 1, . . . , d. We then have 0 = xk Kx~ 
= Xk(Ci,j=lgijAiHA3)Xg = @kkXkH~k* * Since xk#O and H>O, we have 
xkHxz#O; hence $kk=O, k=l,..., d, and S(&,G)> d = dimCS(&, K). 
Suppose now that there is the maximum number of common eigenvectors 
vk of Al,..., A, corresponding to @,. . . , al;“) with +kk = 0 which are 
linearly independent. Then, as above, v,Kvz = c$~~v~Hv: = 0. If K > 0, then 
we have vk E N(K); hence span{ vk E C”: $kk = 0} c CS(lc4, K) and 
S( &, G) < dimCS(&, K). Paired with the initial reklt, we have that 
dimCS(&‘, K)= s(zzY,G). n 
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A case of special merit to note here is when S(&, G) = 0. In this case, we 
have CS(&, K)= {0}, which immediately yields the following corollary 
which we have not been able to find in the literature, even for the Lyapunov 
map: 
COROLLARY 1. Let A,, . . . . A, E d,(C), quasicomrnutative, and G E 
zs. Zf6(~,G)=Oand~~,,(H)=KwithH>O,then(~,K)iscontrolla- 
ble. 
Our next result generalizes Lemma 1 of [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A,,..., A,E.M,(Q=), GE.?‘& HEAD, and K= 
T&,&H). Every subspace of Q= n which is contained in N(H) and is 
Ai-invariant, i = 1,. . . , s, is also contained in N(K), and thus also in 
CS(&, K). 
Proof. Suppose that S is a subspace of N(H) which is Ai-invariant, 
i = I..., s, and let x E S. Then XA i E S c N(H), i = 1,. . . , s, so that x K = 
xX;,j=lgijAiHA: =C;,j=lgijxAiHA5 = 0; hence, x E X(K) and we have 
S c N(K). That S c CS(&, K) follows from the maximality of CS(&, K) 
among all A,-invariant subspaces (i = 1,. . . , s) which are contained in N(K). 
n 
We note that in particular, the above theorem gives us that CS( -02, H) c 
CS(&, K). Also, since (JZ?, K) ccntrollable means that CS(&‘, K)= {0}, we 
have the following 
COROLLARY 2. Let A 1 ,..., A,E&JC), GELS, HER,, and K= 
Fd,c( H). Zf (d, K) is controllable, then (0) is the only subspace of N( H) 
which is A ,-invariant, i = 1,. . . , s; i.e., (.&, H) is controllable. 
The remaining results are all stated for transformations F&,c with 
n(G) < 1 and Y(G) < 1. We observe that this setting is a natural generaliza- 
tion of the Lyapunov transformation H + AH + HA* and the Stein transfor- 
mation H + H - BHB*. In fact, as Hill has shown [5, Theorem 61, this is as 
general as one can get for the result analogous to the second part of the main 
inertia theorem. In this setting, we let yr > 0 and ys < 0 be the two (possibly) 
nonzero eigenvalues of G, and define 
and 
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where U = ( ui j) is a unitary matrix for which U *GU = diag{ yi, . . . , y, }. We 
observe that if A i, . . . , A, are simultaneously triangulable, then so are A and 
B; hence we may let the eigenvalues of A, B be (Ye, Pk, k = 1,. . . , n, under 
the same natural correspondence. A straightforward calculation (such as that 
of _Carlsoz in [5, p. 1401) shows that Y&,,(H) = AZZB* + BZZA* and +kl = 
cx,J,+ Pka!,, k, 1= 1,. . . , n. We observe that +kk = 2Re(cu&), so that if 
6(&,G)=O, then 01~~0 and Pk#O, k=l,...,n, and we have A and B 
nonsingular. In the following results, A and B are understood to be conse- 
quents of the above reduction. 
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 3 of [3]. Hereafter, we 
require that A,, . . . , A, be simultaneously triangular rather than quasicom- 
mutative. 
LEMMA 1. Let A,,..., A, E M,(C), simultaneously triangulable, and 
G E X$ with r(G) < 1, v(G) < 1, and B nonsingular. Zf Fd,G(H) = K > 0 
for some H E Xn, then JV( H) c N( B - ‘K) and Jir( H) is B - ‘A-inuariant. 
Also, N(H)eCS(AB-‘,K)B. 
Proof. If x E N(H), then xB-‘KB-‘*x* = xB-‘(AHB* + 
BZZA*)B-‘*x*=x(B-‘AH+H(B-!A)*)x*=O. By Sylvester’s theorem, 
B-‘KB-‘* > 0; thus x E JV(B-‘KB-‘*)= .N(B-lK) and &‘(ZZ)c 
&“(B-‘K). Furthermore, 0 = xB-‘KB-‘* = x[B-‘AH+ ZZ(B-‘A)*] = 
x B - ‘AH implies that x B - ‘A E .M( H); hence, JV( H) is B - ‘A-invariant. 
Since .N(ZZ) c JV( B _ ‘K) is B - ‘A-invariant, we must have N(H) c 
CS(B-‘A,B-‘K). Further, since .N(B-‘KB)=N(B-‘K), we have by 
Lemma 2 of [2] that CS(AB-‘, K)B = CS(B-‘AB-‘B, B-‘KB) = 
CS(B -‘A, B -‘K); thus N(ZZ)c CS(AB -l, K) B. W 
To obtain a converse to the last result of Lemma 1 we must have Y&,o 
nonsingular. Defining 
we observe that Y& G is nonsingular if and only if a,( .&, G) f 0. Further, if 
@( _&, G) # 0, then ‘a(.&, G) = 0. That the converse does not hold may be 
observed as follows: let A, = diag{ i, - i}, and A, = G = 1. Then @ii = +a2 = 
2 and +12 = +sl = 0; hence, a(.&, G) = 0, but a(&‘, G) = 0. Our next result, 
which provides a converse to Lemma 1, generalizes Lemma 2 of [3]. 
LEMMA 2. a?& A,, . . . , A, E -M,(C), simultaneously triangulable, and 
GE _x$ with ~r(G)<l, v(G)<l, and @(&‘,G)+O. Zf K =Fd,c(H) for 
some H E Xn, then every B - ‘A-inuariant subspace contained in JV( B _ ‘K) 
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is also contained in JV( H). In particular CS(AB ~ ‘, K) B c _I+“( H); hence, 
if H is nonsingular, (AB _ ‘, K) is controllable. 
Proof. Let S be a B ~ ‘A-invariant subspace contained in JV( B ~ ‘K). 
Let xi,..., X,ES be chosen so that x~B-~A=XX~,X~B-‘A=XX~+ 
xi,..., x,B+A = Xx, + xm-1, for some eigenvalue X = B; ‘ok 
of B-‘A. Since S c M(B-‘K), we have 0 = xlBP’KB-‘* = 
x,B-‘(AHB* + BHA*)B-‘* = xJB-‘AH + H(B-‘A)*] = xlHIXZ + 
(B ~ ‘A)*]. Now a( &‘a# 0 implies that +kl = akpl+ Bky,# 0, which upon 
multiplication by Bk- ‘PI- ’ yields BkP iok + PI- ‘~y!f 0, k, I = 1,. . . , n. Hence, 
-h=-Pk1~kisnotaneigenvalueof(B~1A)*,andwehaveXI+(B~1A)* 
nonsingular. Therefore, x1 H = 0; i.e., xi E N(H). 
We proceed by induction on k. Suppose that xk _ 1 E N(H). Then 
0 = XkBP’KB-‘* = xk[BPIAH + H(B-‘A)*] = xkH[XZ + (B-IA)*] + 
~~_~H=~~H[XZ+B-~A)*];thus,~~~~(H)asabove.SinceSisspanned 
by sets of vectors of this sort, we have S c J”(H). 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we have CS(AB - ‘, K) B = 
CS( B - ‘A, B ~ ‘K), which is B _ ‘A-invariant and contained in J”( B - ‘K) by 
definition. Thus, CS(AB - ‘, K) c M(H). W 
Taken together, Lemmas 1 and 2 yield an immediate result. 
COROLLARY 3. Let AI,..., A, E J,,(C), simultaneously trianguluble, 
and GE&$, with m(G)<l, v(G)<l, and iP(&,G)#O. ZfFA,c(H)=K 
>O forsomeHE&, then./V(H)=CS(AB-‘,K)B. 
This brings us to a major theorem, which generalizes Lemma 4 and 
Theorem 4 of [2], Theorem 1 of [3] and Lemma 1 of [l]. 
THEOREM 4. Let A,, . . . . A, E .&Y,,(C), simultaneously triangulable., and 
GE&$, with m(G)gl, v(G)<l, and S(&,G)=O. Zf Fd,C(H)=K>O 
forsome H E X”, then InH< In(.M,G); i.e., r(H)< m(.&‘,G) and Y(H)< 
v(&, G). Zf, in addition, a(.&, G) # 0, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (AB - ‘, K) is controllable, 
(ii) H is nonsingular, 
(iii) In H = In(&, G), 
(iv) xB-‘KB-‘*x* > 0 for every eigenvector x of B - ‘A. 
Proof. If K = Y& &H) = AHB* + BHA* is positive semidefinite, then 
so is B - ‘KB - ‘* = B “AH + H( B _ ‘A)*. Furthermore, if B; kk is an eigen- 
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value of B-‘A, then 2Re(p;‘a,)=((YkPk+PkOlk)/IPk12=(Pkk/IPk12; hence, 
In B _ ‘A = In(&‘, G). Therefore, from Theorem 1 of [3] we have that In H < 
InB-‘A=In(.&‘,G). 
If @(&, G) # 0, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Corollary 3, since 
&“(H)=CS(AB-l, K)B = (0) iff CS(AB-l, K)= (0). The equivalence of 
(ii) and (iii) follows from the first statement of the theorem. 
Now suppose that x is an eigenvector of B ‘A and XB _ ‘KB _ ‘*x * = 0. 
Since B _ ‘KB _ ‘* >, 0, we have x E X( B - ‘K). Therefore, since span{ x } is 
B _ ‘A-invariant, we have by Lemma 2 that span{ x} c N(H) and H is 
singular. 
Conversely, if H is singular, then by Lemma 1, (0) z X(H) is B - ‘A- 
invariant. Let x E M(H) be an eigenvector of B _ ‘A. Then again appealing 
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